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SUPERSONIC-AREA-RULEDESIGN

ROCKET-PROPELLED FLIGHT INVESTIG.MCIOIYOF A ‘iXI10-LIl?T

STRAIGHT-WING-EODY-NACELIE CONFIGUEWTION

BETWEEN MACH NUMBERS 0.8 m 1.53

By Sherwocd Hoffman

The supersonic-area-ruleconcept was applied to the dess of a
straight+nLng-bcdy combination with large symmetrically mounted nacelles
located at the 70-percent-smispan station. Both the tielles and fuse-
lage were indented to give a smooth total area distribution at a design
Mach number of 1.41. The model was a zero-lift rocket-propelled vehicle
and covered a continuous range of Mach nmber from 0.8 to 1.53 with cor-
responding Reynolds nuiber from 3 x 106 to 4’x 106, based on wing mean
aerodynamic chord. Also tested were two small eq,,vslent bodies of rev-
olution for Mach n~ber 1.0 (which were propelled from a heliwn gun) of
the basic wing-body combination.

The pressme drag from the configuration with nacelles was si@fi-
cantl.yless than that from a correspondhg configuration withoti nacelles
throughout the kach nunber range. E&h configurations were desiqed to
have the same average area dislxributionat Mach number 1.41. The moment-
of-srea rule was useful in explaj~g the relative drag rises of the mdels
at low supersonic speeds.

The presswe drag from the Mach nmiber 1.0 equivalent b&Lies of rev-
oltiion compared favorably with that from the corresponding strai@t -
wing-bcdy configuration between the drag-rise Mach number sad the speed
of sound.

,,
J3%CRODUXION

,,. ,

This paper presents the results of sm application of the supersonic
area rule (ref. 1) to the desi@ of a stmaight-wing-body configuration
with large nacelles. Previous applications of the area-rule concept to
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configurations w5th external installationswere made for design Mach
nunibersnear 1.0 utilizing the tiansonic area rule (ref. 2) and the
moment-of-srea rule (ref. 3). These Wvestigations sxe listed with
other interesting area-rule investigations in references 1 to 20.

The configuration was designed to have a smooth average area distri-
bution at Mach number 1.41. The * had sn aspect ratio of 3.04, taper
ratio 0.39, 0° of sweep along the 75-percent chord Mne, and an NAC!A
65Ao04.5 a~ofl section in -thefree-stream direction. me nace~es were
twice as long as the wtog mesm aerodynamic chord, had a mass-flow ratio
of 1.0, and were symmetricallymounted at the 70-percent-se@ pan station
of the wing. E&h the nacelles snd fuselage were contoured to give the
desired average area distribution.

Also presentel hereti is the test result of a Mach nmber 1.0 equiv-
alent body-of-revoltiion of the basic w5@-bdy combination used for the
afor~tioned design study.

The mdels were flight tested at the Langley Pilotless Mrcraft
Research Station at Wallops Island, Pa. Zero-lift drag measurements
were obtain~ for the mdel with naceILes through a Mach nmber range

from 0.8 Ijo1.53 and correspondhg Reynolds number rsnge from 3 x 10b

to k X 106, based on wing mean aerodynamic chord. The equivalent bcdy
mcdels were tested at transonic speeds at an average Reynolds nunber of

1.2 x 106.
.

S-YMEY3LS ,

A cross-sectional area

tangential accel=ation

total drag coefficient, based on ~

pressure-drag coefficient, based on ~

friction4rag coefficient, based on ~

mean aerodynamic chord of wing

msximm diameter of equivalent body revolution

accel=ation due to gatity

lengbh of fuselage

i
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M2(x)

Y

len&h of second moment-of-area distribution of .- alone
or wbg @_th nacelles

.

Mach nmber

second moment-of-area didmibution of wing alone ar whg with
nacelles normal to the axis of symmelry

free-stream dynsmic pressure

Reynolds nmnber, based on =

total Wng plan-form area

weight of mcdel during deceleration

longitudinal station

angle between flight path and”horizontal

MODELS

Details and d~nsions of the models tested and of two reference
models are given h figme 1 and tables I to VI. Photographs and area
distributions of the models are presented in figwes 2 sad 3, respectively.

The wing-body-nacelle configuration (model A) was desi~ed to have
a smooth average area distribtiim at Mach nmbm 1.41 (flg. 3(b)) by
using Faget’s methd of hoops (ref. 5). The wing had an aspect ratio of
3.04, taper ratio of 0.39!, Oo of sweep along the 75-percent-chord line,
smd an NACA 65AO04.~ airfoil section in the free-stream direction. The
contomed nacelles had a flmeness ratio of 7.83, were designed for a
mass-flow ratio 1.0, and were symmetricallymounted on the wings at the
70-percent-smrispan station. The duct of the nacelle was cylindrical.
with a sharp lip at the inlet. The contowed fuselage was a body of
revolution of ftieness ratio 10.9.

For the present design application, the cross-sectional-areadistri-
bution of a psrabolic bcxiyof revolution of fineness ratio 10 (table V)
was select~ for the desired average area distribution at M = 1.41 end
for the basic fuselage of the mdel. The nacelles were designed to be
long (twice length of F) and, before contouing, with a long cylindrical
midsection to give a uniform distribution of cross-sectional area. The
nacelles were indented symmetrically in order to cancel the average pro-
jected ~ areas titercepted by the Mach planes between the ~ tips
snd outer edges of the nacelles. This modification was des~~ un the

——_— .-. _._.._ _____ ___ —. —. —.-— — —.—— —— —— —.-. —.—
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premise that such an indentation would be more effective than a cor-
responding fuselage indentation for reduc@g the local interference
between the wing tip and nacelle. The fuselage was indented accordingly b

in order to cancel the remaining wing and naceKle sectional areas. Thus
the wing sectional areas were cancelled at three spanwise stations cor-
responding to the root chord and the 70-percent-semispanstation on each
wing panel. The nacelle inlet area was subtracted from the nacelle cross-
sectional areas to allow for fiternal flow. No area adjustments were made
for the thin stabilizhg fins of the mdel.

The two reference configurations (models B and C) utilized the same
wing as the ,~esent configuration without the nacelles. Mcdel B was
indented for the wing at M = 1.41 (ref. 5) W model C represents the
basic configuration with the original parabolic fuselage (ref. 21).

Mdels D and E were duplicate equivalent bdies of revolution (for
M = 1.O) of the basic configuration model C.

TEsTs AND Bmsmmmm

All the mcdels were tested at the Langley Pilotless Aircrtit
Research Station at Wallops Island, Va. The three tig-bcdy configura-
tions presented herein were zero-lift rocket-propelled models that were
accelerated from zbro-length launchers to supersonic speeds. Model A,
which was designed for this investigation,was propelled by a fin-
stabilizd 6-inch ARL Deacon rocket motor booster (fig. 2(c)) that sepa-
rated from the model after burnout. The equivalent body models D and E
were propell%i from the helium gun which is described in reference 19.
Veloci~ amd trajectory data were obtained from the CW Ibppler velocimeter
and the NACA modified SCR ~ tracldng radar unit, respectively. A survey
of atmospheric conditions tiluding winds aloft was made by radiosonde
measurements from an ascending balloon that was released.at the the of
each launching.

The flight tests covered contiguous ranges of Mach numbers varying
between 0.8 and 1.53. The corresponding Reynolds numbers, based on wing
mean aerodynamic chord, are shown in figure 4 to vary from approximately

3 X 106 to 4 x 106 for model A, 5 x 106 to u x 106 for model B, 9 .106

to 25 x 106 for mdel C, and from 1 x 106 to 2 x 106 for models D and E
through the Mach numb= ranges covered.

The values of total drag coefficient, based on total.wing plan-fozm
- area, for ~ the mcdels were obtained
the exp&ession

&w(a+cD’— —

during decelerating flight with

g sin y)
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where a was obtained by clifferentiating the velocity-the curve from
the CW Doppler velocimeter. A more complete method of reducing the data
is given in reference 22.

!he preSSWeWMg or drag-rise COeffiCieIIi3Ml) fOr IIKdd A was
obtained by subtracting the friction drag, fin drag (ref. 5), and the
est~ted titernal drag of the nacelles from the total drag coefficient
through the Mach nmber range. The friction-drag coefficient was deter-
nulnedfor the Reynolds nmber range by adjusting the subsonic drag level
for Reynolds naber effect by ushg average Reynolds nmnbers snd
Van Driest’s turbulent-friction coefficients for flat plates (ref. 23).
The internal presswe drag of the nacelles was esthated by computing
the momentum loss for the entering stream tube assuming a normal shock
at the inlet and a mass-flow ratio of 1.0. The pressure drag”was not
corrected for base drag rise; however, reference 21 Wicates that the
base drag rise was of the order of 0.001 based on wing area. The ssme
procedure was used in deterdninn the press~e drags of the two reference
configurations (models B and C) using the basic data ptilished in refer-
ences 5 smd 21, respectively, and for the two equivalent bodies of
revolution (mdels D and E).

The error in total drag coefficient was estimated to be approxi-
mately *O.0007 at supersonic speeds
Mach nmbers were determined within

RESULTS AND

and *O.001 at transonic speeds. The
*O.01 throughoti the test range.

DISCUSSION

!lbevariations of total drag coefficient, frictionArag coefficient,
and fin-drag coefficient with Mach nmber for models A, B, and C and the
esttited internal drag of the two nacelles, based on total ~ plan-
form area, are presented in figure 5(a). It is not possible to determine
the nacelle drag ticrements accwately from the tests because of the
different body indentations used on models A and B. At Mach nunber 0.8,
the drag increment between models A and B is almost entirely accoumted
for by sldn friction aud the different test Reynolds nmbers. Approx-
tite~ 85 percent of this increment res~ts from the internal smd
exkmal. friction drag of the large nacelles, about 10 percent results
from ticreashg friction drag due to the change in body surface.area
from fuselage contouring, W 5 percent is due to the Reynolds number
clifference. According to these calcul.atioti,it appears that little or
no local interference was obtained at high subsonic speeds by changing
the body shape or possibly by Meriting the nacelles. At M = 1.5, the
ticremental drag difference between models A and B is much less than at
Mach nuuiber0.8. This indicates large favorable interference between
the components of model A. It should be riotedthat both indented con-
figurations were designed to have the same ratio of total volume to the

.
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cube of the fuselage length. However, the nondimensional fuselage volume,
of mcdels A and B was about 23 percent and ~ percent, respectively, less
tbm the nondimensional volume of the basic parabolic body of model C. .

The pressure*ag or drag-rise coefficients of these models are
given h f-e 5(b). The comparison shows that the supersonic-srea-
rule design was more effective in reductig the pressm?e drag for the
configuration with nacelles than for the corresponding configuration
without nacelles at supersonic and transonic speeds. Both mcdels A and B
had the same average projetted cross-sectional areas (figs. 3(b) and 3(d) )
at M = 1.41; however, model A had aboti 16 percent less pressue drag at
this design Mach number. The difference is brought out to show that
average-area comparisons cannot be used for predicting the wave drag at
supersonic speeds. As is shown h references 1 and 5, a detailed study
of the projected-srea distributions cut by Mach planes at each angle of
roll.of the configuration with respect to the Mach planes is required
for predicting the pressure drag above Mach number 1.0. It appears that
the lower presswe drag of malel A over model B was due largely to a
reduction in drag obtained by canceling the wing cross-sectional areas
in three spanwise places (about the nacelles and fuselage) instead of
only about the bdy. This indicates that area-rule modifications should
be made as close as possible to the sowces of drag at supersonic speeds.

Of particular interest is the relative Af!D levels (fig. 5(b)) for

Mach numbers at and slightly above 1.0. A visual comparison of the normal
cross-sectional-areadistributions (figs. 3(a) and 3(c)), according to the
tramonic area rule, does not explain tie low ~% rise of ~el A relative
to the other models at M = 1.0. For example, one would expect the drag
rise of mcdel A to be slightly higher than model B because of the lower
equivalent-bdy fiueness ratio and more bwnpy area distribtiion for
mcdel A. As a consequence, an attempt was made to explati these drag
rises at &h nmbers slightly ~eater than 1.0 through application of
the moment-of-area rule of reference 3. For configurations havhg sym-
metry h the wing plane, the moment-of-area rule states that the pressure
drag at low supersonic speeds depends on both the longitudinal distribu-
tion of normal cross-sectional area and the second moment-of-area distri-
btiion (moment-of-tiertia distribution). It can be shown from refer-
ence 3 that the drag coefficient resulting from the second moment is

Propotiioti to the pe* value of M2(x)/224 and a function of the rela-

tive bumpiness of the second moment distribution in comparison to the
optimum area moment, just as the drag coefficient from the area distri-

bution is proportional to the peak value of A/12 (or (d/2)2 of the
equivalent body) and a function of the relative shape of the area distri-
bution in comparison to the optimumarea distribution. AS the Mach n~ber
approaches 1.0 the drag from the second moment approaches zero. Since
the second moment-of-area distributions of the fuselage are negligible,
only the moment-of-tiertia distribtiions of the whg and wing with nacelles

.
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need be compared (ref. 3). Such a comparison is given in figure 6(a)
for both the actual second moment distributions and the opttiumized
versions of the second moments for models A, B, and C.

The nondimensionalized second moment-of-srea distributions in
figure 6(a) show that adding the nacelles greatly reduces the pesX value

4 l?hislsrge reduction results from the added length ofof M2(x)/22 .

the moment distribution due to the nacelles which more than offsets the
added moment from the nacelles; whereas, the changes in the peak values

of A/22 (figs. 3(a) smd 3(c)) seem to be fa less si~tiic~t. It .
appears, therefore, that the low pressure drag of model A relative to
the other models was primarily due to the large reduction h the maximun
value of the second moment in spite of the &yeat departwe from the opti-
mum distribution.

Ih order to help substantiate the lower A(3D for model A at low

supersonic speeds, the actual pressure drags sre compared with the theo-
retical pressure drags of the optimumized versions of the second moment
distributions in figure 6 smd the normal cross-sectional-areadistribu-
tions (not shown). The theoretical values of ~ for the optimized
configurations were computed in the manner described in reference 3.
The optimwn pressue drags at low supersonic speeds me h the ssme rela-
tive order as the actual and tidicate the sa~s ti’drag obtatied from
the designs employed for mciielsA and B relative to model C. At M = 1.0,
the theory shows a slightly greater C@ for the optimnnized v=sion of
mcdel A ovex model B. The optimun distribtiions and pressure drags indi-
cate that the desiga may be improvd at these Mach nunbers, but it has
yet to be determined whether or not such optimized distributions
(accordingto the moment-of-area rule) also would give favorable results
at high= supersonic speeds. It should be noted also that the nacelle
indentation contribtied to lowering the drag rise, for if the nacelles
were not indented the pesX values of the second moment snd cross-sectional.
mea of mcdel A would be weater than for the present case.

Figure 7 shows an application of the transonic-mea-rule concept
(ref. 2) for predictm the sonic drag rise. Models D and E were dupli=
cate equivalent bodies of revolution for the basic wing-bed-yconfiguration
(model C). The pressme drag of both equivalent bodies compares favorably
with that from the basic configuration (model C) between the drag-rise
Mach nunber and the speed of sound. At Mach nmnber 1.0, the drag rise
of these equivalent bodies is about 15 percent ~eater than that for
model C.

—..——— .— .-—- . . . . —— . . ....— ————--——-——- —–——
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The supersonic-area-rule concept was found

mcA IM L56B27

,.

.

to be an effective guide
of designing a straight-wing-body configuration with large symmetrically
mounted nacelles for low pressme drag between Mach numbers 0.9 and 1.53.
The ~essure drag from the configuration with nacelles was significantly
less than that from a correspond- configuration without nacelles through-
out the ‘speedrange. Eoth configurations were designed to have the same
average area distribution at I@ch nmber 1.41. The moment-of-area rule
was useful.h explaining the relative drag rises of the models at low -
supersonic speeds.

The pressure drag from the Mach number 1.0 equivalent bodies of
revoltiion compared favorably with that frqm the corresponding straight-
wing-body configuration between the drag-rise lkch number and the speed
of sound.

Langley Aeronatiical.Laboratcmy,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronatiics,

Langley Field, Va., February 17, 1956.-

. .
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TABLE I.- COORDIIIATESOF NACA 65Ao04.5 AIRFOIL

Station, Or&hate,
percent chord percent chord

o 0

.5 :34:

.75
1.25 ;$:
2.50
5.0 .986
7.5 i.@
10 1.368
15 1.fJ+6
20 1.855

2.014
% 2.131

2.208
:: “ 2.246
45 2.245
50 2.196

55 2 ●099
60 1.957
65 1.780
70 1.572

75 . 1.338
80 > 1.084
85 .818
90 ●549
95 .280
lCQ .010

L.E. radius: O.~0 percent chord
T.E. raiiiUS: 0.0115 percent chord

——.———- .-—-—. — —.. — -. —- .—— .—— ——
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llORWING AND NACELLE

[ 1Stations measmed from bdy nose

Station, Ordinate,
in. in.

o 0
.769 .188

1.538 .370
.710

::%
7.692 ::@
9.231 1.775
10.769 1.40
12.308 2.055
u.846 2.147
15.385 2.227

. 16.923 2.275
18.462 2.287
20.COO 2.275
21.538 2.271
23.07”7 2.185
24.615 2.&7
26.@ 1.919
27.692 1.798
29.231 1.691
30.769 1.5*
32.308 1.511
33.846 . 1.442
35.385 1.430
36.923 “ 1.44.5
38.462 1.476
40.000 1.494
41.538 1.490

g.g 1.458
1.392

46:1% 1.288
47.692 1.192
49.231 l.llg
50.000 1.087

“

—
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TABLE III.- COORDINATES OF INDENTED MACEILE

[Stations measured from naceXle inled

.

Station, Ordinate,
in. in.

o , 0.910 ‘“
.302 .ggl
.446 1.021
.662 l.a

1.020 1.131
1.379 1.18!3
1.538 1.215
3.077 ‘ 1.368
b .615 1.400
6.154 1.394
7.692 1.373
9.231 1.339
10.769 1.304
12.308 I.291
13.846 1.324
15.385 1.324
16.923 1.302
18.462 1.237 “
20.000 1.127
21..g2o .934

lhside dismeter = 0.910 in.

u

—.. — —. . . . ————
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!lYimiExv. - COORDINNI!ESOF EQDY INDENDD FOR

~ta.tionsmeasur~ from body nos~

station, Ordinate,
in. in.

o 0
1 .245

.481
f ● 923
6 10327
10 2.019
14 2.558
18 2.942

3.173
% 3.233
32 3.160
34 2.920
36 2.650
38 2.375
40 2.185
42 2.095
44 2.108

2.185
K 2.272
50 2.348
52 2.402
% 2.375
56 2.285
58 2.149
60 2.007
62 1.857
64 1.698
65 L 615

NACARM L56B27
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TMELE V.- COORDINATES OF BASK! PARAK)LK! BODY

l@ations measwed from body nos~

Station,
ill.

o

:

8
1.2
20
28
36
44

z
68
g

92
100
108
U6
324
130

Ordinate,
in.

o

.4%)

.952
1.846
2.654
4.038
5.=6
5.884
6.346
6.500
6.466
6.362
6.1X
5.950
5.640
5.262 .
4.814
4.2X
3.714
3.230

15
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NACA RM L56B27

TABLE vl.- COORDINATES OF EQUIVALENT EODY OF REVOLUTION

FOR BASIC!WINGB3UY COMBINNI!ION

[ 1Stations measwed from body nose

Station, Ordinate,
in. in.

o 0

.308 .074
●923 .204

1.538 .31.1
2.154 .3s4
2.769 .453
3.385 .488
4.000 .500
4.615 .497
;*O8Q .492

.497
5:453 .516
5*7F .546

.564
2:% .586
6.342 .5s4

-6.638 .*
6.935 .554
7.231 .502
79527 .432
7.823 ●399
;.3CC .370

.331
9:538 .286
9.846 .261

10.000 .248

‘l&=t$&ii&-ggJ$i!jy&l

‘#
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23.”3°— Q.2EP

~.hl

/

ti.w

\,
2.1* dim.

,
J I

-.

Wing anpaot ratio.........,...’. . . . . . 3.*o
s

wing tapm rabid ................. .... 0.394
Whg meao aerodymtiu ahord ft ...... o.913 E
R... atrmm ,alrfoU, HAcA &@.5... Table I
Tom W* plm. rOm ~Ma, =q ft .... 2.250

E

I
\ f

Body indentti for Inbou.d part of wl.ng
and naoellee (Table II)

~1.82 I. D.
\ I

—-———— ——-
——.—-

-———— -— ———
,

-T
?,00

— 1

(a)

Figure

W@g-b~-nacelle configwation designed for M . 1.41. ‘MMel A.

1 .- Details and diheneions of modeb. ti dhsnsions are in inches.

I

I

I
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—

/7
NAcA 65A001+.5aeatlon
Aspect ratio = 3.04
.5=1.187ft

Body indentedfor wing
(TableIV)

I I
—

1’

—31.73 19.22
23.03° A1.28°

—

(b) Wing-body confi~ation designed for M = 1.41 (ref. ~). Model B.

n NAcA 65A0@.5 section
Aveot ratio = 3.04
E = 2.375ft

Ba8ia parabolicbody (TableV)

(c) Basic wing-bdy configuration (ref. 21). M&lel

Fig-me 1.- Continued.

c.

.

.
. .

—.
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I

I

a 10.00

Body with Bump (Table VI)

.
●

-60

revolution (M-LO) for baaicwing-bcdy

Figure 1.- Concluded.

configuration. Mxiel.a D and E.

G
I

I

I
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NACA RM L56B27

,,

.— -~ .. -J----- .-~

\

‘$,
‘L.-___-.-

I--T

(a) Top view. Mcdel A.
L-89495●1

-=Z___ . . . . . . . . . .

_< --’- “ ~:. .— .-

+-h+.= __.><-. . .. .
.- —————

J—.-.
.-

(b) Side view. Model A.

Figure 2.- Photographs of mcdels.

L-89496.1

Mu@=@@@
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0

Q

(c)

. .+

.

21

iQ

“

--D. ‘& “

.’ --’”+’-- ~ ‘“ -- ‘“.. J. --’

—-— —.
. .——————— q~. —

Mcdel A on

Figure

zero-length launcher. L-8g646

2.- Concluded.

..— ——...— . ..— .—— ————— .-. ——— — –—
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1.2

1.0

.8

,+ “6

.4

.2

0

1.(

.8

.6

~+

.4

.2

0

LO-2

G
——
—— -- .—

—

— 17aoelleswithM . l.~
indentation for wing tip

,
Model A

— 4n

,“-\

/
\

\ /

EXly \ / \
Wing

/
\

\

\
\

\

U = 141 indentati~
\ \

_-

for inboard wing and nacellea

/

\

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
x

i

(a) Normal area distribution for M = 1.0. Model A.

/

Hauelles with M = 1.41
indentation for wing tip

/ \

Body
\ ‘~,

\ \
\

\
\

Wing

L’

\

‘ \\

\\

\
u = 1.ti indentation \ \

for inboard wtig and naoelles
--- —.:

y +
>’_-

a

.1 .2 .3 J! .5

(b) Average area distribution

Figure 3.- Comparison of area

.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

for M = 1.41. Model A.

distributions of “models.
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1.2KKF2
I

/ UodelC and
equivalentbcd.lesD arilE.

1.0 — / mmg

\

Model B

.8 —
\

‘.

Wing

.6 \
\
\
\

/ M = 1.L1 indentation
.4 for wing

.2
/

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

(c) Normal area distributions for M = 1.0. ~del.s B, C, D, ~d E.

1.0XUT2
Model c

Wing

.8 /
\

Model B

\
%dy

.6
\
\
\ Vlng

A
\

~T \
\\

.4
/

M = 1.b indentation
for wing

‘. \
\

\

\

.2
/

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

(d) Average area distributions for M = 1.41. Models B and C.

IYgure 3.- Conclude&

.—_—_ .—v..- ——.. _ ----
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28x106

24

20 /

16

R

12 /

8 /

.—.
Model A

Models D and E

o
.8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1

(

Imp 4.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach

&namic chord

M

Model C

(ref. 21) I

1 * I

PJ
.!=

in

number. ReynoMa nuniber is based on inaan aero- Fj’

of wing.

L
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‘%

A%

.05

.04

.03

.a2

.01

0
.

25

,8 ●9 1.0

.04

.03

.02

.O1

0

1.1 1.2 1.3 1s4

M

(a) Total drag.

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8

l?igme 5.- Cmparisons

1.2 1.3 1.4

la

(b) ?ressure drag.

of drag coefficients of mode~ A, B, and C.

—-—— ..—— —.
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M2
—
21

2

x)
—

.@

.03

A% .02

● 01

0

l?igure6.-

1.6x10-6 1 1 1

1.2

.t

●4

o

— Second moment-of-area for test mode
—— — Optimum second moment-of-sea

I I I I

NACA RM L56B27

.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/z2

Nondimensiondized area mament of inertia distribution.

Tests

‘—— Theoretical ACD for optimumlzed configuratlona

I

Model C

I
Model B

●9 1.0

Compmisons
sure drags for test

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.!5
M

(b) ~essure drag.

of srea manent of inertia distributions and pres-
models and comparable optimumized

—.

configurations.
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.05

.Q4

.03

.02

.01

0

●Q4

.03

.02

.01

0

kit‘t. -n 27

M

(a) Total drag.

.8

IH.gure7.-

.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

k!

(b) Pressure drag.

Comparisons of drag coefficients

1.3 1.4 1.5

of models C, D, and E.

1.6

NACA - Lan@3Y F1elx V&

~~’% 81!!
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